A Brief Report: COVID-19 MIGRANT COMMUNITY CONNECT PROGRAMME BY ACRA
As the Pandemic struck the world, and India. Our hardworking laborers were busy in their daily earnings
unwarned of the coming shock which is going to make to more severe due to unavailability of proper social
security measures, information etc. India woke up to the plight of its internal migrants, who work in the
unorganized labor sector. They are the most vulnerable knowing they are daily wage earners, they have
information poverty, they do not have access to social media to share their gruesome stories. When the whole
world went home, migrant workers had been mostly on the streets, struggling for daily food, water, and essential
drugs. At the time of world talking about health, hygiene and hand wash, the migrants were deprived of basic
food. Struggling to go back to their home, pushed to walk miles to at least meet their family and can have food
for survival. Their stories are least heard, even though there has been numbers of Government agencies, CSOs
have been continuously working to reach them.
Finally, Government decided to allow migrant workers to go back to their home, the decision came after several
demonstrations and after 40 days of living a life of misery and difficulty.
As world witnessed that many workers died on their way back to home, we have seen seen the sensitivity of the
Government back the tourist as in the case of Uttarakhand, students from Kota by UP, only the migrants have
been left out from this sensitive decision.
On April 30 (Thursday) 2020, in Kundli Sonipat near Delhi Haryana border, laborers came on road
demonstrating on account of unavailability of food, report is that one such labor got his leg fractured due to lathi
charge.
A case of migrant workers from MP dies near thane after 60 km walk on empty stomach.
4000 Laborers in Surat making a 5 km line for food grain for 5 hours, only 1500 got ration.
Over a month into lockdown, migrants continue to make attempts to walk home from Telangana.
While we record these migrant cases, there are many stories of them remained unrecorded.
Around 40 crores workers in India are likely to be pushed into poverty because of the pandemic, ILO.
Therefore, as part of our responsibility we (ACRA) have prepared a platform to reach such laborers. We are
seeking details of their condition, based on inputs, we have been preparing a data base to reach out to them in
every possible manner.
We are seeking details of their location, availability of food, ration, or home address, asking them their specific
problem, and what are their current requirements whether they want ration or go back to their home or they want
both.
We are successful in reaching them wherever they are stuck in the country to support in many ways as under;

So far, we have reached to over 1,10,000 migrant workers through online campaign using social media
and other communication tools across the country.

Any laborer who reached us, was representing 5 to 10 other with them and based on their inputs we have inferred
the following things:

Out of 1,10,854 responses, 75.7% said that they want to go back to their home, While 21.6% expressed to have
rations, as well as go to their home.

Unfortunately 83.5-% of the laborers shared that they have never got any kind of assistance from anyone till
date.

while 8.5% said that local people helped them, 8.7% expressed being reached by State Governments, and only
1.1% by Central Government.
While we come up with this numerical representation of laborers, but there are testimonials which must be heard,
some of these are as follows
“mere ko kisi chiz k help nhi mil rha hai na koi pisa hai khane ko dikkat hai main apne ghar jana chahta hun”
“Shop close timely food nhi mil rha hai, Humlog ko kafi problem ho rha hai, aapse request haikar rhe hai k Humlog
k apne ghar jana hai”
“Paisa aur ration nhi hai ghar jana chahte hain”
While we read through the lines, there were unrecorded mental stress among the workers which can’t be put into
words.

We are trying to reach them for financial, social, and mental help support through various means. Here are the
few snapshots of communications done via dedicated WhatsApp group “जन जन की आवाज”;

On Ground Action:

About ACRA:
Association for Community Research and Action (ACRA) is an association of research
scholars, social and media activists devoted to common interest community research,
advancing theory and social action.
ACRA is committed to promote Welfare of downtrodden, Health awareness, Education,
Poverty eradication, Rural development, Water conservation, Women and Child’s right- protection and empowerment to prevent problems in communities, groups and individuals.

ACRA also serves many different other disciplines that focus on community research and
action especially for Internet and External Migrants (along with refugees) in crisis.
The Association for Community Research and Action (ACRA) have a strong network of grassroot
volunteers not only in India but also across 28 African countries, with a global impact on
enhancing well-being and promoting social justice for all people by fostering collaboration where
there is division and empowerment where there is oppression. ACRA serves through it’s various
flagship initiatives/ platform like; Association of Social Media Professionals (ASMP),
SadbhawnaToday (A Global Hindi News Cooperative Initiative), YouthFarmersForum (A
Farmer’s Instant Support System) and LokJagranManch (For rural campaign and awareness
platform); For More Information You Can Visit Website: www.acralive.org

